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ABSTRACT
In an online labor marketplace employers post jobs, receive
freelancer applications and make hiring decisions. These hir-
ing decisions are based on the freelancer’s observed (e.g. ed-
ucation) and latent (e.g. ability) characteristics. Because
of the heterogeneity that appears in the observed charac-
teristics, and the existence of latent ones, identifying and
hiring the best possible applicant is a very challenging task.
In this work we study and model the employer’s hiring be-
havior. We assume that employers are utility maximizers
and make rational decisions by hiring the best possible ap-
plicant at hand. Based on this premise, we propose a se-
ries of probabilistic models that estimate the hiring proba-
bility of each applicant. We train and test our models on
more than 600,000 job applications obtained by oDesk.com,
and we show evidence that the proposed models outperform
currently in-use baselines. To get further insights, we con-
duct an econometric analysis and observe that the attributes
that are strongly correlated with the hiring probability are
whether or not the freelancer and the employer have pre-
viously worked together, the available information on the
freelancer’s profile, the countries of the employer and the
freelancer and the skillset of the freelancer. Finally, we find
that the faster a freelancer applies to an opening, the higher
is the probability to get the job.

1. INTRODUCTION
Online labor marketplaces (OLMs) such as oDesk.com,

and Freelancer.com allow employers to connect with free-
lancers around the globe to accomplish diverse tasks includ-
ing web development, writing and translation, accounting,
etc. These marketplaces are growing fast and the freelancer
annual earnings are expected to grow from $1 billion in 2012
to $10 billion by 2020 [2].

Although such platforms have provided the employers with
a solution to the scarcity of local talent, they have not re-
ally changed the process that employers have to go through
to source the ideal candidates for their tasks: an employer
needs initially to describe the job opening requirements to
which freelancers that are looking for opportunities can ap-
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ply. Then, the employer has to (1) review all applicants
by looking at their online profile information and/or by per-
sonally interviewing them, and (2) come up with a hiring
decision.

To evaluate an applicant, the employer has to assess both
observed and latent characteristics. The observed character-
istics usually include a list of skills, the educational back-
ground, the work history and the certifications or tests that
the applicant has taken. The latent characteristics include
the freelancer’s quality and true ability on his listed qual-
ifications. The existence of latent characteristics, the het-
erogeneity that appears in the observed ones as well as the
interactions between the two make the matching process a
very challenging task; Hiring decisions are based on manu-
ally shaped expectations of complicated similarities between
job openings, employers and freelancers. These expectations
usually come with high uncertainties, since performing a
task is an “experience good” [37]: for both the freelancer
and the employer, it is practically infeasible to know the
outcome of their collaboration in advance.

To minimize the level of uncertainty, most of the online la-
bor marketplaces have developed reputation systems. Free-
lancers get rated for the tasks they accomplish and these
ratings become part of their online resumes. Employers can
then get a better picture of the freelancers’ past performance
and make better informed hiring decisions. However, in on-
line labor markets, as well as in most of the online markets
in general, reputation scores are very skewed towards high
ratings (J-shape distributions, see Hu et al. [22]), and as a
result they become almost uninformative. Since reputation
systems fail to provide insightful information about the free-
lancers’ quality, how do employers make hiring decisions?
What are the characteristics that value the most?

In this work we focus on answering these questions. We
propose a series of increasing complexity predictive models
that describe employers’ hiring decisions. We start our anal-
ysis by assuming that employers are rational utility maxi-
mizers; Their utility is straightforwardly maximized along
with the probability of selecting the best possible applicant
for each specific opening. Based on this assumption, we first
propose a ranking aggregator that ranks candidates in all the
available dimensions and then aggregates these ranks to cre-
ate a global ranking. Next, we draw on empirical economics
and propose a Logit model [46] and finally, we built a prob-
abilistic graphical model (Bayesian network). We compare
our models with the vanilla reputation score baseline, where
each employer ranks the available applicants based on their
previously collected feedback score.

We train and test all proposed approaches on a unique
dataset of real transactional oDesk data. In particular, this
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dataset consists of more than 600,000 job applications on
more than 50,000 openings related to four different task cat-
egories. We use different evaluation metrics and show evi-
dence that our models significantly outperform the vanilla
reputation baseline. Next, we perform an econometric anal-
ysis and observe that the attributes that are strongly cor-
related with the hiring probability are whether or not the
freelancer and the employer have previously worked together,
the available information on the freelancer’s profile, the coun-
tries of the employer and the freelancer and the skillset of
the contractor. Finally, our analysis shows that the faster
the freelancer applies to an opening, the higher is the prob-
ability to get hired.

Our work is the first to study the association of differ-
ent characteristics with hiring decisions by incorporating a
massive amount of observational data. We believe that un-
derstanding how hiring decisions are made is beneficial for
both the employers and the contractors, and critical for the
marketplace. In particular, by developing approaches that
estimate the applicants’ hiring probabilities: (1) employers
will be able to make better-informed and faster decisions
based on the suggested applicants’ rankings, (2) freelancers
will save time by not applying to openings that have very low
hiring probability and (3) the marketplace might identify
weaknesses in freelancers’ profiles (e.g. skills not reported,
the profile description is not sufficient etc.) and suggest tar-
geted profile improvements based on how each profile char-
acteristic affect hiring decisions. As a result, our proposed
approaches will minimize the friction in the marketplace1

and increase both the marketplace’s transaction volume as
well as the overall satisfaction of the freelancers and the em-
ployers.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide background information regard-

ing online labor markets as well as research that dealt with
hiring decisions in offline workplaces. We further briefly dis-
cuss the key differences between our scenario, and the“learn-
ing to rank”framework which is usually found in information
retrieval (IR) problems. Finally, we position our study and
argue about its uniqueness.

2.1 Online labor markets
Current research in Online Labor Markets (OLMs) spans

across a variety of problems. A stream of work focuses on the
validity of behavioral experiments in these markets and in
particular on Amazon Mechanical Turk [3,20,42]. The gen-
eral consensus of these studies is that online experiments
appear to be as valid (both internally and externally) as
laboratory field experiments. A different group of studies fo-
cuses on incentivizing freelancers as well as finding ways to
manage the quality of their outcomes [10,19,24,25,36,44,45].
These studies propose and evaluate a set of social and finan-
cial incentives and they further provide sophisticated tech-
niques that assure a certain level of outcome quality. Finally,
Kokkodis and Ipeirotis focused on how past reputation trans-
fers to new tasks [29], and they further quantified the value
of skills in OLMs [30].

2.2 Hiring Decisions
Previous studies dealt with several dimensions of the match-

ing problem in offline markets. Lindeboom et. al [33] studied
the effectiveness of search and recruitment channels. Audra

1See also Brynjolfsson and Smith [7]

J. Bowlus [6] focused on the extent to which the level of
job mismatching varies over the business cycle and how it is
dealt with by the labor market. Finally Yael S. Hadass [18]
studied the impact of the spread of online recruiting on the
matching of freelancers and firms.

On a different direction, a lot of work has focused on gen-
der and attractevness biases in hiring decisions [11,12,16,16,
28,34,38]. The overall consensus of all of these studies is that
gender and attractiveness have a strong effect on hiring deci-
sions, but the type of the effect depends on the environment,
the position, and the employer.

A lot of work has focused on other characteristics that af-
fect hiring decisions. In particular, Forsythe et al. [14] found
that female applicants’ clothing is an avenue for influenc-
ing the selection decision for management positions. Rasa
and Carpenter [43] found that the influence of demograph-
ics is modest and less important than other variables, such
as the applicant’s skills and qualifications. Hu [21] found
that large firms hire younger applicants than small firms
Yakubovich [52] found that a freelancer is more likely to get
a job through a weak tie rather than a strong one. Recently
Acquisti and Fong [1] found (1) that only a minority of US
firms likely search online for candidates’ information and (2)
evidence of discrimination linked to political party affiliation.
Finally, A. Pallais [39] studied the cold-start problem (i.e.
hiring inexperienced freelancers) in OLMs and showed that
both hiring freelancers and providing more detailed evalua-
tions substantially improves freelancers’ subsequent employ-
ment outcomes.

2.3 Learning to rank
Our problem has conceptual similarities with the “learn-

ing to rank” problem (i.e. the construction of ranking mod-
els), commonly found in information retrieval [47]. State
of the art ranking approaches mainly use either a pairwise
approach, which reduces ranking to classification on docu-
ment pairs w.r.t. the same query (see [8,15,27,41,54]) or a
listwise approach, which performs learning directly on doc-
ument list by optimizing either some information retrieval
evaluation measures or by minimizing listwise loss functions
(see [9,49–51,53]).

We argue that the hiring problem we study has a strong
peculiarity that doesn’t allow for as-is adaptation of learning-
to-rank algorithms: We lack multiple ranks: in our scenario,
there is no ground truth in terms of which applicant is better
than other. We only observe whether or not an applicant got
hired; the rest of the applicants are then getting assigned
with the same rank.

The hiring decision problem we study is very close to the
“product search problem” [32]. One main difference is that
job openings usually have completely independent groups
of applicants with each other, while the pool of a certain
product alternatives is usually the same. In their work, Li
et al. propose a Logit model for homogenous consumers (an
approach we adapt in this work as well), and a BLP model [4]
for heterogeneous consumers. To train the BLP model, they
use product-specific data from multiple markets, which is
practically impossible to do in our case (i.e. acquire employ-
ers/contractors data from multiple OLMs).

Our work is the first one to study how a series of charac-
teristics of both the employer and the freelancer collectively
affect hiring decisions. The emergence of OLMs allow us
for the first time to perform such a study in a large scale
(hundreds of thousands of applications, tens of thousands of
hiring decisions, multiple task categories). The premise of
OLMs (remote freelancers, zero face-to-face interaction) sug-
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gests that gender/attractiveness biases should have a small
(if any) effect in hiring decisions. Hence in this study we
focus on features such as the freelancer’s skills, reputation,
education, certifications, demographics, pay rate, etc. We
discuss these characteristics next.

3. FEATURES IN HIRING DECISIONS
In this section we describe the set of characteristics that

(we believe) affect hiring decisions in OLMs. This set in-
cludes straightforward features (e.g. accumulated reputation
score) as well as derived features (e.g. a combination of the
employer’s and the freelancer’s countries).

3.1 Freelancer Characteristics
The first cluster of straightforward attributes we believe

have an effect on employers’ hiring decisions appear on the
freelancer’s profile; In particular we consider the average
feedback score of the freelancer (feedback), the time of the
application (i.e. whether the applicant applies first, second
etc.) (time), the total hours that the freelancer has worked
on the oDesk platform (hours), the number of jobs that
the freelancer has completed (jobs), the hourly billing (men-
tioned on the freelancer’s profile (bill)) and bidding (bid) pay
rate of the freelancer, the number of tests that the freelancer
has completed in the past (tests), the freelancer’s years of ex-
perience (self-reported) (exp), and the freelancer’s education
(edu). We further consider a binary variable that controls
whether the freelancer just joined the marketplace (new).

As we discussed in the introduction, hiring decisions come
with high uncertainty: it is practically impossible for the em-
ployer to know beforehand the performance of a freelancer.
Reputation systems usually minimize this uncertainty since
they provide some information about the past performance
of freelancers. As a result, it is rational to assume that em-
ployers, who have limited practical knowledge of the skills
and abilities of a remote freelancer, often consult these rep-
utation systems to better understand whether a freelancer
is qualified and suitable for the task at hand.

Two other signals that contributes towards minimizing
this uncertainty (and as a result we expect to have an effect
on hiring decisions) is the freelancer’s number of completed
jobs and hours worked in the marketplace. In online market-
places, users that receive low feedback scores usually aban-
don, and they either create new accounts and re-join or find
an alternative marketplace to use (see Jerath et al. [26]). As
a result, users that accumulate long history on the market-
place are ceteris paribus more trustful than users with no
hirstory.

The hourly billing and pay rates of the freelancer also
signal the unobserved quality of the freelancer. Intuitively,
on average, a freelancer that gets paid more to complete
a certain task is better than a freelancer with a lower pay
rate for the same task. Similar arguments also apply for
the freelancer’s education2, the number of tests that the
freelancer has taken3 as well as the freelancer’s self-reported
years of experience on similar tasks.

Finally, since new freelancers always join the marketplace,
and because we don’t want to “unfairly” penalize them for
their zero values in“feedback”,“hours”and“jobs”, we include

2We consider five levels of education: High school, Diploma,
Bachelor, Masters and PhD
3OLMs make available a list of certification tests to their
users. For example, oDesk.com provides the following set of
tests https://www.odesk.com/tests

Rank Employer’s Country Freelancer’s country PMI

T
O
P

Nicaragua Nicaragua 4.95
Mexico Sierra Leone 4.79
Moldova Argentina 4.66
South Korea South Korea 4.66
Puerto Rico Panama 4.14

B
O
T
T
O
M United Kingdom India -1.74

Australia India -1.74
United States Bangladesh -1.82
United States Pakistan -1.85
United States India -2.13

Table 1: Combination of countries that have high
PMI.

a binary variable to control for the fact that these contrac-
tors are “new” to the marketplace.

3.2 Freelancer - Employer characteristics
So far we analyzed characteristics that are straightfor-

wardly extracted from the online profile of the freelancer.
Next, we describe how combined information from the free-
lancer’s and the employer’s profile might affect hiring deci-
sions.

First, we believe that the combination of freelancer’s and
employer’s locations has an effect on the hiring probability;
For example, an employer from the United States might have
a strong positive prior for freelancers from the United States,
and as a result a strong hiring preference for such freelancers.
To quantify and study the effect of location on hiring deci-
sions we use the Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) of
the two countries (see Bouma [5]). PMI is a measure of how
much the actual probability of a particular co-occurance of
two events (in our case the freelancer’s country cw and the
employer’s country ce) differs from what we would expect to
see if the two events were independent. Formally:

PMI(cw, ce) = log
Pr(cw, ce)

Pr(cw) Pr(ce)
(1)

PMI takes positive and negative values, it is zero if the
two events are independent, and it maximizes when the two
events are perfectly associated. To estimate the necessary
probabilities we use our training sets (see section 5.1). Some
of the combinations that have very high and very low PMI
values are shown in Table 1. It’s interesting to notice the
separation between rare events (for example employers from
Nicaragua) and very frequent ones (for example employers
from U.S.A. and freelancers from India). In line with in-
tuition, co-location of the freelancer and the employer also
appears to have a high PMI score (for instance Korea - Ko-
rea and Nicaragua - Nicaragua).

Next, we believe that whether or not the freelancer has
previously worked with the same employer (potential re-hire)
must have an effect on hiring decisions. Intuitively on aver-
age, a freelancer who wants to work again with the same em-
ployer must have had an overall successful experience with
that employer.

3.3 Freelancer - Opening characteristics
The last set of features we consider originate in the inter-

action of the freelancer and the opening at hand. Based on
the belief that the set of applicant’s skills in combination
with the set of required skills of the specific job opening
must have a strong effect on hiring decisions, we compute
the inner product of the two. Intuitively, the higher the in-
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Applicant jobs feedback

Opening 1
Anna 3 5

Michael 4 5

Opening 2
George 1 3
Mary 1 3

Table 2: Opening-dependent hiring decisions.

ner product the higher is the compatibility of the applicant
for the task at hand. Similarly, we further estimate the in-
ner product between the required skills of the opening and
the certifications that a freelancer has (exams). For exam-
ple, let’s assume that a freelancer has only one certification
in Java, and that the opening requires Java and SQL. Then
the inner product of this freelancer and the opening will be
1. The intuition is the same as before.

Finally, we include the percentage of shared information
between the opening description and the freelancer’s profile.
By using a bag of words approach [35] we compute the cosine
similarity between an opening description and an applicant’s
profile. In particular, using bigrams, we create a binary
vector representation of the freelancer profile (ww) and the
opening (wo). We then compute the cosine similarity (m)
of the two vectors:

m(ww,wo) =
ww ·wo

||ww||||wo||
,

where || · || is the L2 norm.

3.4 Average pairwise transformation
The introduction of these features in probabilistic mod-

els is not straightforward; Each hiring decision is opening-
specific; the instances of each opening are strongly depen-
dent and directly comparable within the opening, but not
across openings. As a result, we end up having a set of
non-comparable instances to build our probabilistic models
on. Consider for example two different openings in the same
category, and suppose that each one of these two openings
has the two applicants shown in Table 2. The set of appli-
cants of the first opening is superior to the set of applicants
of the second opening: the feedback scores of all applicants
in opening 1 strictly dominate the feedback scores of candi-
dates in opening 2. The same applies to jobs. The employer
of each opening however, will choose to hire one of the avail-
able applicants4; As a result, the hiring decisions for the
two openings in Table 2, will be based on different evalua-
tion criteria that use pairwise comparisons of the available
applicants.

Since we learn a global model on hiring decisions, we over-
come this inconsistency that naturally appears in our data
in the following way: for every feature, we first rank all
the instances within an opening in descending order. Then,
we compute the average pairwise difference of each instance,
with all the other instances in an opening. Specifically, for
each instance i and for each feature xi,k ∈ X we have:

xtransformed
i,k =

1
|o|− 1

!

j ̸=i

xi,k − xj,k , (2)

4Note that this is a peculiarity of our dataset, since we only
consider openings that lead to a single hiring decision. In
practice, the employer could have chosen not to hire anyone.
We further discuss the limitations that our dataset imposes
in Section 8.1.

xi,jobs xtransformed
i,jobs

Anna 3
!
(3 − 1) + (3 − 0)

"
/2 = 2.5

Mary 1
!
(1 − 3) + (1 − 0)

"
/2 = −0.5

John 0
!
(0 − 3) + (0 − 1)

"
/2 = −2

Table 3: Example of the average pairwise transfor-
mation for feature jobs. We assume that these are
the only three applicants in the opening at hand,
hence |o| = 3.

where |o| is the number of applications in opening o ranked
in descending order of values xk. To clarify this process,
consider an example with three applicants, Mary, Anna and
John. In Table 3 we show the number of completed jobs
for these three applicants in decreasing order. Their trans-
formed values are shown in the third column. Note that the
proposed transformation is a variation of the pairwise trans-
formation, which is commonly used in ranking approaches
(e.g. [27]5). We apply this transformation to all our features
but “time”. The reason is that by definition“time” compares
applicants within an opening, while it takes the same values
across openings.

4. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Before we describe our approaches, it is important to

clearly formulate the problem we study:

Problem Definition: Given an opening, an employer
and a set of applicants with specific characteristics, we are
interested in estimating the hiring probability of these ap-
plicants.

In this section we present models that explicitly address
this problem. In particular, we first describe a simple rank-
ing model that is based on applicant’s reputation; we later
use this model as a baseline. Next we present three different
approaches of increasing complexity: (1) a ranker aggrega-
tor, (2) a Logit Model and (3) a Bayesian Network. For the
rest of this work, we assume that all dimensions discussed
in section 3 form a feature vector X.

4.1 Feedback Score Baseline
Based on the intuition that freelancer’s reputation should

have a strong effect on hiring decisions, we propose a baseline
that ranks applicants based on their feedback score. Specif-
ically in the oDesk platform, after the completion of a task,
the employer supplies feedback scores (integers between 0
and 5) to the freelancer in the following six fields: “Avail-
ability” (f1), “Communication” (f2), “Cooperation” (f3),
“Deadlines” (f4), “Quality” (f5), “Skills” (f6). This vanilla
model ranks all available applicants based on their average
feedback scores, and assumes that the top applicant for each
opening is the one that gets hired. Ties are resolved by the
time of application (i.e. the fastest applicant gets the job).
Because of the simplicity of this model and our belief that
hiring decisions draw on a much more complex process, we
use this model as a baseline, and we tackle our problem from
three different perspectives, which we discuss next.

4.2 Ranker aggregator
Based on the premise that employers take into account

multiple dimensions for ranking the available applicants, and
5In all our experiments the proposed transformation outper-
form the pairwise transformation presented in [27].
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Feedback Past Jobs Skills Aggregator (median)

Mary Anna Anna Anna (1)
Anna Mary Mary Mary (2)
John John John John (3)

Table 4: Example of Ranker Aggregator

not just their reputation, we propose a ranker aggregator.
Our goal is to use information from all the available dimen-
sions we discussed in section 3 and come up with a set of
ranked applicants for each opening. To do so, we consider
previous work on rank aggregation methods for web doc-
uments (see Dwork et al. [13]). We first create separate
rankings in each available dimension of the feature vector
X . Then, for each application in an opening, we compute
its median position across all rankings. We finally use these
values (median) to rank the available applicants.

To clarify this process, assume that our feature vector
consists of only three dimensions, “Feedback” , “Past Jobs”
and “Skills”, i.e., X = [ Feedback, Past Jobs, Skills]. Now
suppose that for a specific opening, we have three applicants,
Mary, Anna, and John. For each of the three dimensions, we
create a ranking of these applicants, shown in Table 4. The
proposed aggregator function takes the median of all posi-
tions of each applicant across the three rankings, and creates
an aggregated ranking, presented in the rightmost column
of the table. As a result, Anna with median ‘1’ is ranked
first; Mary with median ‘2’ is ranked second, etc. Note that
the length of our feature vector is |X | = 15, and as a result
ties are very rare. If however ties occur, we resolve them
chronologically, as in the feedback baseline.

4.3 Logit model
The ranker aggregator is an intuitive approach that uni-

formly assigns equal weights to each dimension of the feature
vector X . However, in practice, such a uniform assignment
is an oversimplification of reality: employers have individual
preferences, and as so, they value some features more than
others. For example, the skills of an applicant and the num-
ber of previous completed jobs might have stronger effect
on the employer’s hiring decisions than the location of the
applicant, or vice a versa. To study this anticipated weight
variation across the different features, we draw on empirical
economics and propose a Logit binary choice model [17].

In the logit model, the conditional probability of hiring
an applicant i given the feature vector Xi is given by the
following:

Pr(Yi = hire|Xi) =
exp(βX ′

i)

1 + exp(βX ′
i)

, (3)

where β is the vector of coefficients, and Yi ∈ {hire, nohire}.
To estimate the vector of coefficients we use maximum likeli-
hood. In particular, we assume that each instance (observa-
tion) in our dataset is i.i.d.6, and we estimate the likelihood
function as follows:

Pr(Y1 = y1, ..., Yn = yn|X) =
"

yi=hire

Λ(βX ′)
"

yi=nohire

(1− Λ(βX′)) ,

whereΛ( .) is the logistic sigmoid [17].

6we discussed this assumption in section 3.4.

hired

rehire

bill

bid

cosine pmi

jobs

hours

new
skills

exp

edu
exams

time

feedback
tests

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed Bayesian net-
work.

4.4 Bayesian Network Approach
The nature of our problem suggests that many of the fea-

tures are correlated with each other. For example, the num-
ber of previously completed jobs is strongly correlated with
whether or not the freelancer is new. Bayesian networks are
able to capture these dependencies, and provide a probabilis-
tic estimation of the target variable by taking into consider-
ation the structure of the network. For our case, we propose
the network presented in Figure 1. Intuitively we suggest
that if an employer and a freelancer have worked together
in the past, then the hiring decision is directly affected by
their previous interaction (hired node has only one parent,
the “rehire” node). Hiring decisions are correlated with all
the other characteristics, in a father - child relationship. We
further propose that the pay rate (bid) is correlated with the
bill rate (bill) and that whether or not an applicant is new
in the marketplace affects the applicant’s reputation, hours
worked and completed number of jobs7.

The joint distribution of the proposed network is given by
the following equation (see Koller and Friendman [31]):

Pr(Y,X) = Pr(Y |rehire)
"

xi∈X

Pr
#
xi|Pa(xi)

$
, (4)

where Pa(xi) is the parent of the node xi. Because we
are interested in estimating the conditional probability of
Pr(Y |X), we get the following:

Pr(Y |X) =
Pr(Y,X)
Pr(X)

=
Pr(Y |rehire)

%
xi∈X Pr

#
xi|Pa(xi)

$

Pr(X)

Next, since all values of vector X are observed, we can sim-
ply estimate the conditional probabilities by counting the

7Even though we propose this network by intuition, we fur-
ther experimented with learning the structure of the net-
work through the data by using different scoring functions
and learning algorithms (see also [31]). In our evaluation,
the intuitive model presented here performed significantly
better than all the automatically learned structures.
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Opening
Top-2 ranked True

Outcome
applications Label

1
1 nohire

Success
2 hire

2
1 nohire

Failure
2 nohire

3
1 hire

Success
2 nohire

Table 5: Accuracy at top-n toy example.

joined appearances in our training sets:

Pr
#
xi|pa(xi)

$
=

N
#
xi, pa(xi)

$

N
#
pa(xi)

$ ,

where N(e) is the number that evidence e appears in our
training set.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we discuss the experimental setup we use

to build and evaluate our approaches. We start by present-
ing characteristics of the oDesk transactional data we used
in our analysis, and then we present and reason about the
evaluation metrics we used.

5.1 oDesk Data
oDesk is a global job marketplace with a plethora of tools

targeted to businesses that intend to hire and manage re-
mote freelancers. In the past decade, the company experi-
enced a consistent exponential growth in transaction volume.
At oDesk, people from all over the world can post any type
of task and hire freelancers to work and deliver a requested
outcome.

In terms of contracts, there are two types of openings:
Hourly and Fixed paid. In this study we present results
only on Hourly openings8. We analyze a total of 630,000 job
applications that lead to more than 50,000 hiring decisions.
All this data was sampled between September 1st 2012 and
December 31st 2013.

Our approaches use time sensitive features. For exam-
ple, consider the number of tests taken by the freelancer
and their scores. At different times, this feature is expected
to take different values, since freelancers constantly try to
improve their profiles. The same applies to skills, profile
information etc. To overcome this naturally occurring tran-
sience we take snapshots of freelancers’ profiles at the time
of application.

Our data span across four different task categories: web
development, software development, writing and translation
and design and multimedia. The reason for choosing more
than one task category is to study how the proposed ap-
proaches behave, given that employers might possibly follow
different category-specific hiring decision processes. For in-
stance, it is possible that the average employer who makes
a hiring decision on a writing task opening, follows a com-
pletely different selection process than the average employer
who hires freelancers on web programming tasks.

We split our data across these categories and we build
different category-specific models. We further separate ver-
tically (on openings) our data into training and test sets
(67%-33%). To avoid overfitting, we build all our models on

8Our approaches have been successfully tested on Fixed
price openings as well.

the training sets and evaluate them on the respective test
sets. We focus on openings that have between 2 and 50
applicants, and that led to a single hiring decision. As a
result, the distribution of our data is highly skewed towards
“no-hires”; 94% of the applications we consider are“no-hires”.
This makes the evaluation of our models trickier, since using
a metric such as the accuracy of our predictions would be
naive: a classifier that would always predict “no-hire”would
have an accuracy of 94%. We discuss next the established
metrics we used to evaluate our models.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
The first metric we use to evaluate the predictive power

of our approaches is the Area Under the Curve9 (AUC).
Intuitively, the AUC can be seen as the probability that our
model will rank a “positive” instance (e.g. a hire) higher
than a “negative” one.

The next metric we use is the lift (see also [48]). We
define the lift as follows:

lift =
Pr[+|top x% ranked]

Pr(+)
, (5)

where Pr[+|top x% ranked] is the probability of randomly
selecting a positive instance (a hire) in the top x% ranked
instances of the test set, and Pr(+) is the probability of ran-
domly choosing a positive instance across the test set. Intu-
itively the lift shows how many times better than random
our models’ rankings are.

These two metrics evaluate the global performance of our
models, but they don’t capture the per opening performance.
To study the per opening performance we define the accu-
racy at top-n (ACC-n) as the probability that our model
will rank a true positive (TP) instance in the top n instances
of each job opening. For clarity, we present an example on
Table 5, where we consider only three openings, and we ex-
amine only the top-2 ranked applications for each one of
these openings. Our model predicts a true positive (TP) in-
stance for openings 1 and 3. We consider these two openings
as successful predictions at top-2. Then, by assuming that
these three openings represent our test set, we estimate the
ACC-2 by applying the following formula:

ACC-n =
# successes
# openings

(6)

In our example we get ACC − 2 = 2/3.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we analyze the performance of our ap-

proaches. Following the flow presented in section 5, we first
discuss the resulting AUCs and Lifts of our models, and then
we present their accuracies at top-n (ACC-n).

In Table 6 we show the area under the curve for all our
models and the baseline, for the task categories we study.
Recall than a randomized model will give AUC = 0.5 (see
Foster and Fawcett [40]). First, we notice that the result-
ing rankings of the feedback baseline outperforms a random
ranker, with AUC values between 0.535 and 0.548. One
might argue that this slightly improvement of the feedback
baseline over a random classifier is counterintuitive; free-
lancers’ reputation should play a critical role in hiring de-
cisions. There are two observations that explain this result.
First, as we discussed earlier, feedback scores in online work-
places tend to form J-shaped distributions (see also Hu et
9Detailed analysis about the use of AUC can be found in
the work by Provost and Fawcett [40].
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Figure 2: The lift values for all the proposed approaches and the baseline, for the four task categories we
study.

al. [23]): most of the freelancers have excellent reputation
(5 stars). In our training set the median is 5 and the aver-
age 4.7! Furthermore, these J-shaped feedback distributions
can be explained by the user survival patterns in online com-
munities: users that receive low feedback scores are unable
to get hired again, so they leave the marketplace (or rejoin
with different credentials) [26]. Another explanation why
the feedback score does not perform well is the fact that
amongst the applications we study, roughly 15% originate
from freelancers without any previous history in the market-
place, hence no feedback score.

The AUC of the ranker aggregator and the two proba-
bilistic models (Logit and Bayesian network) ranges between
0.628 and 0.74, significantly higher than the feedback base-
line’s values. Recall that intuitively, AUC is the probability
of ranking a positive instance (i.e., a hire) higher than a
negative one, so we can say that our models rank positive
instances on top of negative instances with different proba-
bilities up to 0.74. In the context of predicting hiring deci-
sions, this probability is really high (recall that 94% of the
applications are “nohires”. If we compare the three proposed
approaches, the Bayesian Network slightly outperforms the
Logit Model, which in turn outperforms the ranker aggrega-
tor; as expected, increasing the algorithm complexity pro-
vided better results.

Next, in Figure 2 we present the lifts (see equation 5) of
all the proposed approaches and the feedback baseline. The
results are similar to the AUC scores. First, all three models
perform significantly better than the feedback baseline. As
with the AUC scores, the Bayesian Network slightly outper-
forms the Logit model, which in turn outperforms the ranker
aggregator. For “Software Development”and “Web Develop-
ment” lift reaches 7 for the top 1% ranked instances; This
means that if we focus on the top-1 percent of our result-
ing rankings, we are 7 times more likely to randomly select
a positive instance than by choosing an instance from the
entire testing dataset.

Finally, we compute the ACC-n (see Equation 6) for n =
1, 2, ..., 5 for all the proposed approaches, the feedback base-
line, as well as a random ranker (based on the time of ap-
plication). In Figure 3 we show the results. The Bayesian
approach and the Logit model perform much better than
the ranker aggregator and the feedback baseline in all cat-
egories. As expected, the Random ranker has the lowest

performance. The actual probabilities of predicting a hir-
ing decisions are impressive; In the “Software Development”
category, the Bayesian approach ranks the applicants in a
way that 28% of the times, the applicant who ranks first is
the one who gets hired! At random, this probability is 10%.
In other words, we see an improvement of 280%! In “Web
Development” this probability is 20%. Similar observations
can be made for the other two categories.

7. ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS
In this section we study the association of each one of

the variables on hiring decisions by analyzing the results
of our Logit models from an econometric perspective. In
particular we focus on the effect of each one of our variables
on the hiring probability. This analysis is extremely useful
since it provides insights about the behavior of the employers
that is tricky (if not impossible) to capture by just looking
at the coefficients of the Logit models (or the conditional
probabilities of the proposed Bayesian network).

7.1 Marginal Effects Interpretation
The coefficient values of the proposed logit models do not

represent the effect of each variable on the hiring probabil-
ity [17]. To estimate the effect of each one of the variables,
we have to calculate their marginal effects; in particular, we
estimate the partial derivative of Pr(Y |X) w.r.t. each fea-
ture xi:

∂
∂xi

# exp(βX)
1 + exp(βX)

$
= βi

exp(βX)
(1 + exp(βX))2

. (7)

Recall that β is the vector of coefficients of X (see Equa-
tion 3). To compute the marginal effects of each coefficient
we evaluate the previous equation at the means of the fea-
ture distributions in our training sets [17].

Table 7 shows the marginal effects of all the variables bro-
ken down by task category. To better understand the inter-
pretation of a marginal effect of a variable consider the fol-
lowing example: Suppose that we are interested on the effect
of the feedback score fi on the hiring probability of an ap-
plicant i. Recall that all our features have been transformed
by equation 2. The marginal effect that f has on web devel-
opment tasks is 0.004. This implies that if the transformed
feedback score in an opening increases by one, all else equal,
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Category Feedback Ranker Logit Bayes Net

Des & Mult 0.545 0.628 0.671 0.670
Soft Dev 0.533 0.675 0.722 0.728
Web Dev 0.548 0.660 0.730 0.738
Writing 0.537 0.634 0.664 0.646

Table 6: The per-category AUC for all the proposed
approaches and the baseline.

Feature Des & Mult Soft Dev Web Dev Writing

time -0.002*** -0.004*** -0.002*** -0.004***
bill -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.003***
cosine 0.199*** 0.281*** 0.176*** 0.318***
edu -0.002** -0.001 -0.002*** 0.0
exams 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.003
exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001***
feedback 0.004*** 0.003* 0.004*** 0.002
hours 0.002*** -0.002** 0.001** 0.0
jobs 0.0* 0.0*** 0.0*** 0.0**
new 0.012*** 0.003 0.012*** 0.007
tests -0.001** -0.001* 0.0. 0.001*
bid 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.004***
pmi 0.005** 0.013*** 0.009*** 0.027***
rehires 0.028*** 0.056*** 0.041*** 0.022***
skills 0.005*** 0.006** 0.007*** 0.009***

Table 7: Marginal Effects of the Logit Models in all
categories. Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001,‘**’ 0.01,
‘*’ 0.05, ‘.’ 0.01

the hiring probability of freelancer i, Pr(Yi = hire|Xi), will
increase on average by 0.004 ∗ 1. In other words, the higher
the positive value of a marginal effect, the stronger is the
contribution to the hiring probability.

7.2 How each feature affects hiring decisions
Looking at Table 7, we observe that for all four categories,

the signs of all significant coefficients agree10, which provides
an extra verification that these models explain the data well.
In all categories the strongest effect comes from“cosine” and
“rehires” (0.022 to 0.318). For example, in “Software Devel-
opment”, if an applicant is the only one within an opening
who has been previously hired by the employer at hand, gets
a boosts in hiring probability of 5.6%. On the other hand, in
“Design & Multimedia”, if an applicant’s profile cosine simi-
larity with the opening is higher than all other applicants in
that opening by 0.01, then this applicant’s probability will
increase by 0.318 * 0.01 = 3.2%. These two observations
are expected: in order for a freelancer to apply to an open-
ing of an employer that has already collaborated with in the
past, we can rationally assume that their collaboration was
successful. Furthermore, given that their collaboration was
successful, a risk-minimizer employer would choose to work
again with this freelancer; Hence the high marginal effect.
Similarly, the more coherent and informative the profile of
an applicant is, and the more “similar” to the job opening,
the higher is the chance that this applicant is suitable for
the job.

The next two features that have a strong effect on hiring
probability are the pmi score between the applicant’s and
the employer’s countries and the skills’ inner product of the
contractor and the opening. For the skills, the strong ef-

10We ignore the non-significant effects (i.e. those values that
are not followed by at least one “*”). ”hours” and “tests”
are the only exceptions, but their marginal effects are really
weak around 0.001)

fect is expected: it’s the minimum requirements a freelancer
must meet in order to get hired. The fact that most of the
applicants satisfy these minimum requirements is the reason
this effect is not stronger. For the pmi score, we notice that
it has a relatively strong effect on all categories but writing.
In writing, the effect is much higher (0.027). By looking
in our data, we observed that the most frequent {employer-
country, freelancer-country} pair that appears in “Writing”
is {“USA”,‘Philippines”}, with a pmi score of 0.229, three
times higher than the average PMI score in “Writing”, 0.08.
On the contrary, in “Web Development” for example, the
most common {employer-country, freelancer-country} pair
is {“USA”,“India”}, with a pmi score of 0.43, only slightly
above the average pmi score of “Web Development” which
is 0.42. The fact that the most frequent pair has a very
high pmi score compared to the category average means that
very frequently {“USA”,‘Philippines”} pairs will have higher
transformed scores (Equation 2), which explains the strong
effect of pmi scores in “Writing”.

For new applicants, we observe that in“Web Development”
and “Design & Multimedia” the coefficient is significant and
positive. This is counterintuitive: being a new contractor
shouldn’t contribute at all to the hiring probability. How-
ever, recall that the reason we included this binary feature is
to control for the zero“feedback”, “hours”and“jobs”of a new
freelancer (see also Sections 3 and 4.4). In our dataset, 10%
of all new applicants’ applications result in hires; since for
all these hires “feedback”,“jobs” and “hours” were zero, the
binary variable “new”balances out this “unfair” penalization
by resulting to a positive effect.

As we discussed in Section 3.4, since the time of appli-
cation is universal across all openings, we exclude it from
the transformation of Equation 2. As a result, the negative
effect we observe on table 7 is interpreted as follows: if an
applicant moves up one rank in time (e.g. from 2 to 1), then
the effect of this change in “Software Development” hiring
probability will be (1-2)*(-0.004) = 0.4%. As a result, all
else equal, the earlier a freelancer applies, the higher the
hiring probability will be.

Finally “feedback” and the biding price (“bid”) appear to
have a small but significant positive effect, while the billing
price and the level of education have small but significant
negative effect.

8. DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work we studied hiring decisions in online labor

markets. We proposed three different approaches that rank
applicants based on their hiring probabilities. To build and
evaluate our approaches, we used real transactional data
from oDesk.com, and we showed that all our models per-
form significantly better over the vanilla feedback baseline.
Finally we analyzed the (correlational) effect of each vari-
able on the hiring probability of an applicant and found
that the attributes that have the strongest positive effect
are whether or not the freelancer and the employer have pre-
viously worked together, the available information on the
freelancer’s profile, the countries of the employer and the
freelancer, the skillset of the contractor, as well as the time
of application. In the following paragraphs we briefly discuss
the limitations of our work and our future directions.

8.1 Limitations
Our first limitation comes from the fact that we built a

global model under the assumption that our pool of em-
ployers is homogeneous in terms of hiring decisions. This
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Figure 3: The accuracy at top-n (ACC-n) for all the proposed approaches, the feedback baseline and a random
ranker, for all four categories we study.

is generally not true since employers’ individual preferences
might vary. Our analysis captures an average behavior of
employers in the four task categories we examine.

The second important note is that our work does not study
causality: we don’t imply that the included features of our
models have a causal relationship with hiring decisions. We
clearly observe that those features can very well explain hir-
ing decisions and that they are highly correlated with the
probability of hiring.

The third limitation of our study derives from the dataset
that we used. Since our goal was to study how employers
make hiring decisions, we only considered openings that lead
to a single hire. Our dataset does not capture the behavior
of employers who decide (for whatever reason) not to hire
anyone of the available applicants. As a result, our proposed
approaches should not be used as-is to recommend potential
candidates (i.e. freelancers that haven’t applied yet) to em-
ployers. We briefly discuss in Section 8.2 how we can extend
this analysis to create a suitable freelancer recommendation
framework.

8.2 Future Directions
In the future, we intend to extend this study in three

dimensions. First we plan to study “what attracts better
applicants”. At oDesk.com, at the end of each completed
task, both the employer and the freelancer assign feedback
to each other. By considering successful hires (positive in-
stances) those that feedback scores were mutually high, and
unsuccessful ones (negative instances) those that the pair-
wise feedback scores were low, we can study the job descrip-
tion characteristics that are correlated with the successful
hires.

Second, as we discussed in the limitations section, our
models are not ideal for recommending potential good can-
didates that haven’t yet applied to an opening. We intend
to extend this work by incorporating in our dataset openings
that remain unfilled, and study why employers choose to not
hire anyone of the available freelancers. We will then use this
information to built a framework that will recommend high
quality freelancers to new openings.

Finally, once we have a complete model that provides
good estimates of the hiring probability of each active free-
lancer (not applicant) on each active opening, we can work
towards maximizing the closing rate of openings in the mar-

ketplace. In particular, assume that we are given a bipartite
graph, where the edges represent current applications from
the available freelancers. The question we propose to study
is how can we re-allocate these edges in order to maximize
not just the filling rate of jobs, but also, the expected payoff
(e.g. OLM revenue) from the available openings.
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